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ABSTRACT

READING COMPREHENSION USING RAPID SERIAL VISUAL PRESENTATION

Angela Jane Chiffy, M.A.
University of Dayton, 1992.

Major Professor:

Ronald M. Katsuyama, Ph.D.

This study investigated whether pauses placed at the
end of phrases in text material presented in the Rapid

Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) technique would result in

increased comprehension over no-pause RSVP or standard
presentation.

The hypothesis was that this modification of

RSVP (called ’’Modified RSVP") would in fact result in

increased comprehension over passages read in Standard RSVP

or in single sentences for less-skilled readers.

Furthermore, skilled and average readers were predicted to
benefit less from Modified RSVP.
Twenty-four undergraduate students participated in this

study and were grouped by comprehension ability, digit span

memory ability, and working memory span ability.

Each

subject read two script-based passages in each of the three

conditions presented on computer.

A baseline reading rate

was calculated for each subject and a proportion of that

rate determined the presentation rate for all experimental
materials.

Each script contained three inference-inducing

script-related and script-unrelated sentences each, which
were used to assess comprehension.

Comprehension and memory

for details of the scripts was assessed.

viii

Results showed that correct comprehension test
responses and response times differed across comprehension

ability groups but no interactions with either presentation

condition or sentence type (Script-related versus Scriptunrelated sentences).

A three-way interaction with Memory

span ability, Presentation Condition, and Sentence Type for

comprehension test scores was also obtained.
Possible reasons for failure to obtain the expected
differences according to Presentation Condition were
discussed.
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READING COMPREHENSION USING

RAPID SERIAL VISUAL PRESENTATION

In the on-going search to find a method with which to
help those who find reading difficult, it seems logical to

investigate methods which computers may offer.

One method

which has been used even before the wide-spread availability

of computers is the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP)
technique.

This technique involves the presentation of one

word at a time in the same place for a pre-determined time,

usually no more than 250 ms.

Because all the words are

presented in the same place, readers do not have to make

saccadic eye movements as is the case with standard forms of
text presentation.

The name, RSVP, was coined by Forster

(1970) in his seminal study.

One word was presented at a

time on a screen for 62.5 ms using a variable-speed movie

projector.

Forster found that subjects could distinguish

between scrambled strings of words, simple sentences, and
complex sentences.

He concluded that even at high rates of

speed, readers process at least some of the information
given in the text.

Since then, others researchers have found RSVP to be
useful tool to investigate aspects of reading.

For example,

Potter, Kroll, and Harris (1980) found no differences in the

percentage of topics recalled when paragraphs were presented
using RSVP than when paragraphs were presented in

conventional formats.

These same readers were also able to

make decisions about which words should complete partial
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sentences that have been presented using RSVP.

Another

study (Juola, Ward, and McNamara, 1982) extended Forster's
(1970) study when subjects were required to locate a target
word in a series of paragraphs, when the paragraphs were

presented at rates of 100-300 ms per paragraph (Juola, Ward,

and McNamara, 1982).

Subjects were able to locate the words

at that high presentation rate, and it was believed this
provided further evidence for the speed at which people
could process written information.

Variations of the RSVP technique have been successfully

used since its development.

One type of variation is to

display more than one word of the text at a time to the

readers (Kang and Muter, 1989; Cocklin, Ward, Chen, and
Juola, 1984; Juola et al., 1982; Potter et al., 1980).

The

amount of material presented has ranged from a single phrase

of two to three words to full sentences, with each group
presented in rapid sequence (ie. 200-300 ms per group of

words).

Generally, these studies have found that presenting

phrases or sentences in RSVP format results in comprehension

levels which are equivalent to material presented in single

word RSVP, so long as the inspection time per presented unit
is equivalent to sum of the inspection times per word under

standard RSVP conditions.

Another variation is to allow

readers to determine their own rate of display pace rather
than using an experimenter-determined display rate.

When

readers have been allowed to determine their reading rate,
comprehension performance on text presented in RSVP have

been equivalent to performance on text presented in standard
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displays (Muter, Kruk, Buttiegieg, and Kang, 1988).

When

readers have been permitted to page backwards through a text
(make regressions), the reading rate slows, but the level of

comprehension performance increases relative to the level of
comprehension performance without regressions (Muter et al.,
1988).

One major variation in the RSVP technique, and the one

of particular interest to the current study, is the

placement of temporal pauses in the text.

This variation

has been shown to improve comprehension over standard RSVP

(Sinclair, Healy, and Bourne, 1989; Masson, 1983).

One

possible explanation for the facilitative effect of pauses
on comprehension is that people engage in higher-level
coding at phrase boundaries, such as sentence endings
(Aaronson and Scarborough, 1977) and need to take time to

integrate information into memory.

Both Aaronson and

Scarborough (1977) and Just and Carpenter (1980) found that
people tend to pause for a short time at the end of each
phrase and slightly longer at the end of each sentence
during normal reading.

Results such as these led Just,

Carpenter, and Woolley (1982) to assert that "any

presentation mode that attempts consistency with normal

reading must make allowances for wrap-up processing at major
constituent boundaries" (p. 235).

Most research done with

RSVP does not make these allowances for wrap-up processing
time and, therefore, is inconsistent with normal reading
patterns according to the parameters set by Just et al.
(1982).

The addition of pauses could allow readers to
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complete the processing which Just et al. believe necessary

to facilitate comprehension.
Masson (1983) was the first to introduce pauses in
RSVP condition.

The standard RSVP format was modified so

that a pause in the text occurred at the end of each

sentence.

The results showed that this pause-modified RSVP

increased comprehension in comparison to normal RSVP

reading.

Reading comprehension in the modified RSVP

condition was equivalent to comprehension in the standard

reading condition, and both were higher than the standard
RSVP condition.

Without the pauses to allow additional time

to integrate the information, the information became lost to
the subjects.

Only one study so far has looked at the effects of

intrasential pauses on RSVP reading comprehension.
et al.

Sinclair

(1989) conducted three studies which compared

different types of pause conditions using RSVP presentation.
The first study compared meaningfully-placed intrasential

pauses, arbitrarily placed pauses, and no-pauses in RSVP.
Words were presented in one spot for 250 ms and pauses were
given after each phrase for 500 ms.

Results showed that

material read with meaningfully-placed pauses resulted in
higher comprehension than material in either the arbitrary-

pause condition or the no-pause condition.

The second study

confirmed the results of the first study and extended it to
include an intersential pause-only condition and two
conditions in which the total presentation time was equated

to the meaningful pause condition.

The researchers reported
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that there were no differences between the two equated time

conditions and the meaningful-pause conditions.

Thus

Sinclair et al. (1989) concluded that if readers are given

either sufficient time to process the material or if pauses
occur where reading will not be disrupted, than there should

be no difference in comprehension between the conditions.
However, these results might be due to the extreme length of
the pauses, which was 500 ms.

If comprehension is a

virtually automatic process, then pauses of much lesser
length should provide readers with ample time to integrate

information.

Pause-modified RSVP and text segmenting are similar in

that both techniques present words chunked into meaningful
phrases and both operate under the assumption that readers

tend to encode text by these meaningful phrases.

These

studies usually divided sentences into phrases of
approximately 2-8 words prior to being read. These divisions

have been referred to by Johnson (1970) as the place of
"pausal acceptability", where at least 50% of a group of

raters say they would normally pause while reading or
speaking.

In an early study by North and Jenkins (1951), prose

was grouped into one of three formats:

spaced unit

typography, square-span typography or standard typography
(see Figure 1 for an example of the spaced unit and the
square-span typographies).

Subjects in the North and

Jenkins study read faster and with more comprehension when

using the spaced unit typography than with either the
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square-span or standard typographies.

When prose material

was grouped into meaningful phrases, Anglin and Miller
(1968) found college students remembered significantly more
of the text than when it was presented in non-meaningful

fragments.

Frase and Schwartz (1979) found that reading

text parsed into meaningful phrases decreased response time
to test questions and increased comprehension when compared

to reading text parsed into non-meaningful fragments.

Three studies have shown that less-skilled readers

benefit from reading text which has been grouped into
meaningful phrases.

Mason and Kendall (1979) found less-

skilled readers produce greater error rates when reading
standard sentences than with parsed or short sentences.

However, less-skilled readers tended to spend more time
reading the parsed material and short sentences than they
did reading the standard material.

Therefore, it is

impossible to say whether the decrease in low-ability
readers' error rate was due to the effect of parsing or due
to the longer reading time.

O'Shea and Sindelar (1983)

found less-skilled readers at any grade benefit more from
reading segmented text than skilled readers.

Finally, Kirby

and Gordon (1988) demonstrated that less-skilled readers

aged 9-12 experienced more difficulty while reading

7

Figure 1:
(1951)

Examples of Typography Used by North and Jenkins

Square Span Typography:

This is
an example

of the
square span

style of
presentation

Spaced Unit Typography:
This is an example
of the spaced unit
presentation

style of
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materials which were inappropriately segmented than while

reading materials which were appropriately segmented.
Taken together, these studies suggest that, in general,
readers benefit from having sentences divided into
meaningful phrases and that less-skilled readers benefit

more from this than skilled readers. When the structure of a
sentence is provided to less-skilled readers, it can be used
to help less-skilled readers better organize and remember
the material.
Some studies have been done which show that RSVP

reading is poorer than conventional and other forms of
reading.

Masson (1983) compared skimming to RSVP and found

skimming resulted in a higher proportion of correct answers

than paragraphs which were read using RSVP.

While text are

read faster in both the skimming and RSVP techniques than in

standard forms of presentation, the two procedures achieve
speed in different ways.

When readers skim text, material

is sampled very sparsely (Just and Carpenter, 1987), whereas
RSVP forces readers to proceed through the entire passage
without skipping any words.

If readers are forced to look

at each word in a long text for a limited number of targets

as Masson (1983) had his readers do, they may experience
"information overload", and lose some of the text.

This

appears to be what happened to the subjects who read RSVP-

presented text in Masson's (1983) research.

Another problem

with RSVP was identified in a study which found that readers
had difficulty remembering the basic "gist" of passages as

the presentation rate increased.

However, the percentage of
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words recalled from text at different speeds remained
constant (Keesey, 1973).

This seems to suggest that higher

presentation rates promote shallower processing of the

material.
Just et al. (1982) acknowledge that adding pauses in
RSVP can facilitate reading comprehension, but they also
state that the technique does not allow for individual

differences in how long readers stop.

This could be a

potential problem for text material containing words of
varying familiarity.

Just and Carpenter (1980) and Rayner,

Sereno, Morris, Schmauder, and Clifton (1989) report that
readers spend more time on unfamiliar words than on familiar

words.

Therefore, the longer the exposure to an unfamiliar

word, the better the comprehension for that word.

Since

standard and modified RSVP techniques do not vary the

presentation time per word based on the familiarity of the

word, it is reasonable to assume that text containing many

unusual words would not be comprehended as well as text
containing fewer unusual words when presented in RSVP.
Just et al. (1982) also state that placing pre
programmed pauses in RSVP-presented text does not allow for
individual variation in where readers stop.

problem for less-skilled readers.

This may be a

Oakan, Wiener, and Cromer

(1971) have provided evidence for the hypothesis that less-

skilled readers have poor comprehension because they have
poor organizational skills.

Skilled and less-skilled fifth

grade readers were to summarize stories which presented

either aurally or visually.

Less-skilled readers tended to
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jumble the organization of the stories, regardless of
whether they were heard or read.

On the other hand, skilled

readers retained the stories' organization in both aural and
visual presentation methods.

Oakan et al. hypothesized that

the material was becoming jumbled as the less-skilled
readers were encoding rather than as they were recalling the

material.

If phrases are the unit which provides both

meaning and organization, then highlighting the phrases to

be extracted may help readers who experience difficulty in

extracting and encoding meaningful phrases.

By prompting

readers to encode the most meaningful portions of a

sentence, the underlying structure and meaning may become
more salient.
The following sentence illustrates how differences in

phrasing can affect comprehension:
is helpless" (Clemens, 1984).

"Woman without her man

If the reader pauses between

"man" and "is", the reader is lead to believe that women are
incapable of caring for themselves and need male assistance.

However, if the reader pauses after "Woman" and between

"her" and "man", then the statement takes on the opposite

meaning:

that men are in need of aid from women.

By

"allowing" individual differences in where readers pause
within this statement, two opposite meanings are possible.

Readers encoding that sentence one way should find that

confirming the opposite meaning is more difficult.

Less-

skilled readers may not be pausing in places within the
material that allows for conventionally appropriate "wrap-

up", and thus derive distorted meanings.
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The current study investigated the effects of
intrasential pauses on the comprehension of prose material

presented in RSVP as a function of comprehension ability.
This study was needed because no other study has

investigated this effect.

were used:

Three presentation conditions

Single Sentences, Standard RSVP, and RSVP with

meaningfully-placed pauses (referred to as "Modified RSVP").

It was hypothesized that presentation condition would
interact with comprehension ability, reflecting the greater
effect of presentation condition among less-skilled readers.

Subjects were divided into three comprehension ability
groups based on their scores from the Nelson-Denny Reading

Test (Brown, Bennett, and Hanna, 1981).
Comprehension test scores for material presented in
Standard RSVP were predicted to be higher than for material

presented in Single Sentence condition for less-skilled

readers because Standard RSVP eliminates inappropriate eye
movement strategies where single sentences do not.

Modified

RSVP also eliminates inappropriate eye movements and, in
addition, provides a framework for organization based on the

syntactic structure of the sentence.

By providing this

organization, the Modified RSVP was expected to increase the
comprehension of less-skilled readers over that in the
Standard RSVP, which provides no such organization.

Average

and skilled readers were hypothesized to show no differences

between presentation conditions because these readers are
believed to use appropriate eye movement strategies while

they are reading and to spontaneously organize material into
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phrases.

Since the problems experienced by less-skilled

readers are believed to not be present in average and
skilled readers, text presented in Standard RSVP would not

be useful in eliminating inappropriate eye movements, while
the organizational structure which is provided by Modified

RSVP could be by-passed (and therefore not used) by skilled

readers.

Method

Design
The basic design for this study is a 3 X 3 mixeddesigned experiment, with high, average, and low reading

comprehension ability as the between-subjects factor, and
presentation type (single sentences, standard RSVP, and
modified RSVP) as the within-subjects factor.

dependent variables were gathered:

Three

number of correct

responses and average response time to the comprehension
test, and number of correct responses to the detail test.

Subjects
Twenty-four students from the University of Dayton

served as subjects for this study.

All but two subjects

received course credit for participation following

completion of the study.

Of thirty-two original subjects,

four were not included because their primary language was
not English and an additional four did not complete the

study, thus leaving a final group of twenty-four.
Apparatus
The experimental texts, the comprehension test, and the

detail test were presented using a Commodore 64 computer and

a color monitor with a 30 cm (11 1/2 in) diagonal screen.
Texts were displayed in forty columns.

Subjects were seated

approximately 135 cm (54 in) from the screen.

Another Commodore 64 computer displayed the working

span memory test using a 30 cm (11 1/2 in) diagonal black
and white monitor.

Texts were displayed in eighty columns.
13
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Subjects were seated approximately 61 cm (24 in) from the
monitor.

Materials
Practice text.

A forty sentence passage from a

children's version of "Gulliver's Travels" served as

practice material.

Each of the sentences consisted of

approximately twenty words divided into two lines of no more

than 40 characters each.
Experimental text.

Six script-related passages were

used as experimental stimuli.1

Scripts are defined by

Bower, Black, and Turner (1979) as "the memory structures a

person has encoding his [sic] general knowledge of a certain
situation-action routine".

These structures are given form

from the schema upon which the script is based.

Schemata

indicate the relations among the component parts of the
script and are hierarchically-organized (Schallert, 1982;

Anderson, 1978).

Each script is assumed to activate its own

schema, which contains the structure necessary to understand
the script.

Each script presented had a different main

actor and dealt with a different set of actions.

of the scripts were:

1.

The themes

Getting up in the morning; 2.

Going to the doctor; 3.

Eating out at a restaurant; 4.

Attending a lecture; 5.

Going to a movie; 6.

groceries.

Buying

Appendix A contains the full text of each

LFour scripts were originally designed by Dr. Katsuyama and
were modified for this experiment while the other two were
designed by the experimenter in conjunction with Dr. Katsuyama.
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script.

Scripts ranged in length from 216-234 words and had

17-20 sentences each.
Three script-related and three script-unrelated

sentences designed to induce inferences, were contained in
each script and provided the comprehension test material.

Script-related sentences are sentences which reflect actions

that bring closure to the script.

For this study, script

sentences always left certain information unstated and this
required subjects to make inferences based on knowledge from

the activated script.
sentence is:

morning".

An example of a script-related

"To her surprise, there was an opening that

In order to understand the sentence, readers must

make the inference that "It was fortunate for Diane that an

appointment could be made so soon" and that this does not
happen too often.

Since this is an action which usually

occurs when going to see a doctor, most readers should have

this as part of a the "going-to-the-doctor" schema and

therefore have access to the information, since that schema
is currently active in memory (Schallert, 1982; Thorndyke,

1976; Bransford and Johnson, 1972).

Script-unrelated

sentences are sentences which are not part of the typical
actions readers associate with a particular situation.
These sentences required readers to make inferences based on
a schema which was not activated.

These sentences imbed one

schema into another, and need additional time to activate
the second schema (Singer, 1990).

An example of a script-

unrelated sentence is "Diane knew she should not have washed
her sweater in hot water".

This sentence appears to have
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very little to do with going to the doctor, but if the

reader knows that the nurse has just asked Diane to remove

her blouse (under her sweater) and that washing a sweater in
hot water usually results in its shrinking, then the

inference can be made that Diane struggled to remove her
sweater.

In this case, the sentence embedded a second

schema which was not activated, that of washing clothes,

into the doctor script and should make the sentence more
difficult to understand.
Determination of phrases
Each script was parsed and temporal pauses placed
within each sentence.

Parsing was accomplished according to

the method set out by Dolch (1949) and the recommendations
of Klare, Nichols, and Shufford (1957).

Dolch stated that

to divide sentences into meaningful phrases, it is necessary
to divide the sentence between the nouns and subjects, verbs
and prepositions, objects and verbs, adverbs and

conjunctions, adjectives and auxiliary verbs, verbs and
objects, and objects and adverbs.

When this division has

been completed, phrases should fall into groups of two to

three words each.

Dolch used the following sentence as an

example of how he accomplished this:

with me walked rapidly because I did".
parsed in this manner:

"The old man who was
The sentence is

"The old man/(noun-subject split)

who was/(verb-preposition split) with me/(object-verb split)
walked rapidly/(adverb-conjunction split) because I did".

Klare, et al.

(1957), who follow most of the Dolch (1949)

rules, made some additional recommendations.

First, any
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technical terms which consist of more than one word should
not be broken into individual units (i.e., Rapid Serial

Visual Presentation Technique).

Next, existing punctuation

should be used, and to some extent, should determine the
phrases.

Then, prepositional phrases should be set off from

other units in the sentence.

Any noun modifiers or verb

modifiers (if short) should be linked to the appropriate
noun or verb (for example, "The old man/ sat quietly/ while
the children played./).

Finally, clauses should be set off

and broken into appropriate thought units according to the

above conditions if deemed long enough.

For this study, direct objects which were one or two
words in length were to be kept with their respective verbs

while direct objects of three or more words were separated
from the rest of the sentence.

Prepositional phrases were

separated from the rest of the sentence regardless of the
length of the phrase.

Also, verbs were kept with their noun

phrases (i.e., "Dean had been skipping/ the fifth aisle,/

which contained items/ for pet owners.").

These conditions

were enacted to restrict the number of pauses as it was
believed that too many pauses could disrupt the reading

process.
Subject-variable tests

Nelson-Denny test.

The reading comprehension and

reading rate sections of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test

(Brown et al., 1981) comprised the initial measure of
reading comprehension.

It consists of six passages with 36

related questions with five choices each.

The Nelson-Denny
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test is commonly used to assess reading skill among
adolescents and adults (usually high school and college-age

people).
The digit span memory test was taken

Diqit span test.

from the WAIS test.

It contained two parts, forwards recall

and backwards recall with fourteen trials of numbers for

each part.

Each trial consisted of a series of numerals

from 2-10 numbers each.

The number of numerals presented

increased by one after every second trial.

This test was

assumed to tap memory for unstructured, unrelated
information.
Workinq memory span test.

The working memory span test

was adapted from the work of Daneman and Carpenter (1980).

It consisted of a series of sets of sentences which could be
answered on the basis of general knowledge (such as
"Columbus discovered America before Lief Erikson voyaged to

Canada").

Each statement was either true or false and were

grouped into sets of two, three, four, and five sentences.
This test was assumed to tap the amount of information that

subjects could hold in working memory at any one time.
Dependent variables tests

Comprehension test.

A set of 72 true/false statements

comprised the comprehension test (see Appendix B for the
full text).

Half the statements were script-related

inferences and half were script-unrelated inferences.

Thus,

there were three true script, three true script-unrelated,
three false script, and three false script-unrelated
statements for each script.
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Detail test.

The detail test was composed of 30

multiple choice items.

Each item contained a sentence

fragment from one of the scripts followed by four choices,
one of which was a continuation of the fragment.

Appendix C.

contains the full text of the detail test.
Procedure

Each subject participated in two different sessions.

In the first session, the Nelson-Denny test was administered
in groups at the University of Dayton Counseling Center.

If

a subject could not make a group test time, than the subject

was tested individually in the psychology department at the

University of Dayton.

Maximum possible score on this test

was 72 points.

The experimental procedures were individually
administered during the second session.

The instructions

for the practice passages were given first.

Appendix D

contains the full text of the instructions.

Each subject

read the practice passage, which was presented in the same
order for all subjects.

The first half of the practice

passage was under the control of the subject; that is, the

subject was required to press a key to advance to the next
sentence.

Each sentence was displayed across the top of the

screen in two lines of no more than forty characters each.

Reading rates were automatically recorded and a proportion

of that rate was used for the presentation of all subsequent

material.

Ninety percent of the subject's baseline reading

time was used for all subsequent presentations.
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The second half of the practice passage was then

presented in single sentence format and repeated in standard

RSVP format.

Again, the sentences were displayed at the

top of the screen in two lines of no more than forty

characters.

The RSVP format displayed the words at the top

center of the screen.

The time to display either words or

sentences was based on the proportion of the initial reading
rate, as explained above.

The total passage presentation times for practice

materials and individual scripts were equalized across
conditions.

The presentation times per word in both RSVP

conditions is therefore a function of the reading rate.
Under the Modified RSVP condition, the presentation time per

word was approximately 65% of the presentation time per word

of the Standard RSVP condition.

The rate of pause

presentation in the Modified RSVP condition was

approximately twice the rate of presentation of the words.
For example, the script "Dean" was presented for 31.00

seconds in single sentences, 30.53 seconds in Standard RSVP,
and 31.00 seconds in Modified RSVP.

The differences between

the overall presentation times were negligible, with an

average difference across conditions of .21 seconds.

This

equalization was done to remove the possibility that
subjects would score higher in one condition simply because
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they spend more time reading in that condition then they had

in other conditions.2
The experimental material was presented to subjects

following the presentation of the practice passages.

The

order of presentation of conditions was balanced insofar as
was possible (the decision to exclude two of the non-English
speaking subjects was made after the data were gathered).

Each script was randomly assigned without replacement to one
of the conditions, such that two different scripts appeared
in each condition.

The digit span test was administered after the text had
been read.

The trials were grouped into pairs.

The test

was terminated when the subject failed to recall both pairs
of trials.

Each digit was presented orally at a pace of one

digit per second by the experimenter.

Subjects received one

point for each trial successfully recalled, with a maximum

score of 28 points.

The memory span test, administered next, required that

subjects respond "true" or "false" to a series of sets of
sentences presented one at a time.

An eight second interval

followed the presentation of each sentence, and during that
time, subjects responded either "true" or "false".

The

sentence would disappear, then after an additional three

second delay, the next sentence automatically appeared until

2It was not discovered until the completion of the study
that the total presentation times for the Standard and Modified
RSVP conditions became shorter than the Single Sentence
presentation time as the baseline reading time increased. This
confound will be discussed in the last section.
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all the sentences in the set had been presented.

After

another additional three second delay, subjects were
prompted to recall the last word of each of the sentences in

the current set in the order in which they appeared.

Each

subject completed all sets up to and including four

sentences each.

If a subject completed two of the three

sets of four sentences, then that subject continued through
sets of five sentences each.

Two points were given for each word correctly recalled
and in the correct order.

If the correct word was recalled

but was not in the correct order, or if a semantically
similar word was recalled (i.e. writer for author) then one

point was received for that item.

If an incorrect word was

recalled or if no word was recalled then no points were
given for that word.

This test had a maximum score of 84

points.

After completing the memory span test, subjects were
administered the 72-item comprehension test.
was randomized for each subject.

Sentence order

Each item was presented

one at a time across the top of the screen in two lines of

no more than forty columns each and was replaced with the
next item after a three-second delay.

Responses ("True" and

"False") were made by pressing one of two keys.

During the

delay time, subjects could change the answer to that item.

Response times and answers to test items were recorded for
later analysis.

points.

The maximum score for this test was 72
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The 30-item detail test was given last.

Detail test

questions were presented one at a time with the cue sentence

on the first line and the four choices on each subsequent

line.

Subjects were told to respond as accurately as they

could, and that this test would not be timed.

Responses

were made by pressing one of four keys and could be changed

during a three-second delay time.

Correct responses to the

test were recorded for later analysis.

The maximum score

for this test was 30 points.

Subjects were given a debriefing statement about the
experiment to read and any questions about any of the
procedures were answered.

A copy of the Nelson-Denny test

scores for that subject was also provided for his/her own

use.

Additional information about the meaning of the scores

was also provided if requested.

Subjects were thanked and

credit was given for participation.

Results

Descriptive statistics, subject variable tests
Means, standard deviations, and ranges were calculated

for all tests designed to obtain the subject variables.
These statistics are displayed in Table X*
Correlations

Correlation coefficients were obtained for all subject
The Nelson-Denny test scores were significantly

variables.

correlated with the digit span scores (r (24)=.51, p<.05)

and the memory span scores (r (24) = . 50, j><.05).

The digit

span and the memory span were also correlated (r (24)=.41,

p><.05).

Since the Nelson-Denny scores, memory-span scores

and digit span scores were only moderately correlated, it

was decided to run separate analyses on the data using digit
span scores and memory span scores in place of the Nelson-

Denny scores.
Comprehension test items
Comprehension ability.

The comprehension test scores

were submitted to a 3 (Comprehension group) X 3
(Presentation conditions) X 2 (Sentence type) analysis of

variance.

Comprehension groups were created by dividing the

Nelson-Denny comprehension test scores into thirds

(N=8/group).

There was a main effect of Nelson-Denny

comprehension groups (F(2, 21)=10.65, mse=2.43, £>=.001).

A

Tukey test revealed that the scores for the high ability
group differed from the low and average ability groups
(]gs<.05),

(Ms=9.83, 8.52, and 8.60 for the high, average and
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Table 1:

Descriptive data, subject variable tests

Nelson-Denny test

Mean
300.88

SD
4.45

Ranqe
292-305 (13)

average

311.25

2.71

307-315

high

327.00

7.31

318-338 (20)

Mean
17.75

SD
5.95

Ranqe
6-23 (17)

average

27.25

2.64

high

47.13

11.58

33-66 (33)

Mean
12.88

SD
1.96

Ranqe
9-15 (6)

17.50

1.31

15-19 (4)

21.63

1.92

19-25 (6)

Comprehension ability
low

(8)

Workinq memory span test
Memory span score
low

24-32

(8)

Diqit span memory test
Diqit span score
low

average

high
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low ability groups respectively).

not differ.
mse=1.99,

The latter two groups did

A main effect of sentence type (F(1,21)=22.38,

jd<.OO1)

was also obtained, indicating that scores

for script-related sentences (M=9.54) were higher than
scores for script-unrelated sentences (M=8.43).
main effects or interactions were significant.

No other
Table 2.

contains the mean correct responses to the comprehension

test for each subject variable X Presentation Condition X
Sentence type combination, and Appendix E. contains the ANOVA

summary tables for all analyses performed on the

comprehension test scores.
Memory span ability.

Three memory span ability groups

were created and used in place of comprehension ability
groups for the analysis of the comprehension test scores.
The Memory Span groups did not differ significantly from one

another and interactions with either presentation condition
or sentence type were also not significant.

The three-way

interaction with ability group, presentation condition, and
sentence type was significant (F(4, 42)=3.86, mse=1.96,

£=.009).

The means for each combination of Ability Group X

Presentation Condition X Sentence Type are displayed in
Table 2..

Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c display the graphs of this

interaction at each presentation condition.

Complex analytic comparisons were performed for the
Group X Sentence type interaction at each Presentation
Condition.

The Group X Sentence type analysis for Single

Sentences showed a main effect of sentence type (F(l,
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Table 2.: Mean Comprehension Test Scores, Subject variables
X Presentation Condition X Sentence Type
Comprehension Ability

Presentation Condition
Sinqle Sentence Standard RSVP Modified RSVP
SU
SR
SR
SU
SU
SR
Comp abilitv
7.75
9.25
8.00
Low
6.23
8.75
9.25
Average

High

9.75

7.88

9.00

7.25

8.88

8.38

10.50

8.88

9.75

9.63

10.88

9.38

Memory Span Ability
Presentation Condition
Sinqle Sentence Standard RSVP Modified RSVP
SU
SU
SR
SR
SU
SR
Mem Span
Low
10.25

8.25

9.50

8.00

8.63

8.25

Average

8.88

8.75

8.50

8.00

10.38

7.38

10.38

8.50

9.38

8.88

10.00

9.88

High

Digit Span

Presentation Condition
Sinqle Sentence Standard RSVP Modified RSVP
SU
SR
SR
SU
SR
SU
Diqit Span
Low
9.50
8.00
8.88
7.88
9.63
8.25
Average 10.50

8.75

9.25

8.38

9.00

8.38

High

8.75

9.25

8.63

10.38

8.88

9.50

M «o n C o m p re h e n s io n T est S c o re

LOW MEMORY SPAN

Memory Span Ability
C

Script-related

■+

Script-unrelated

Figure 2a: Interaction between Presentation Condition and
Sentence Type for Low Memory Span
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AVERAGE MEMORY SPAN

M e a n C o m p i » h tn s lo r T est S c o re

29

Single Sentence

Standard RSVP

Modified RSVP

Memory Span Ability
Script-related

+

Script-unrelated

Figure 2b: Interaction between Presentation Condition and
Sentence Type for Average Memory Span

M eo n C o m p re h e n s io n T est S c o re

HIGH MEMORY SPAN
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I

I

I
B ki
i
t

I
I
J
l

7.5 r

i

7 - ------- -------------------------------------------------------------- i-------------------------Single Sentence
Standard RSVP

Modified RSVP

Memory Span Ability

□

Script-related

+

Script-unrelated

Figure 2c: Interaction between Presentation Condition and
Sentence Type for High Memory Span
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21) =11.24, mse=, £=.014), with script-related sentences
being answered more frequently (M=9.83) than scriptunrelated sentences (M=8.50).

The main effect of ability

group was not significant (F(2, 21)=0.62, mse=2.64, £=.545),

nor was the interaction between Memory Span Group and

Sentence Type for Single Sentences (F(2, 21)=2.32, mse=1.90,

£=.123).
A main effect of sentence type was also found for

Modified RSVP (F(l, 21)=11.29, mse=1.45, £=.003) with scores

for script-related sentences being higher than scores for
script-unrelated sentences (M=9.67 and 8.50 for scriptrelated and script unrelated sentences respectively).

The

main effect of Ability Group was not significant (F.(2 21),
mse=3.12, £=.069).

An Ability Group X Sentence type

interaction at Modified RSVP was found (F(2, 21)=7.01,

mse=1.45, £=.005).

Table 3. displays the mean score for each

Memory Span Group X Sentence Type combination.
Comparisons were done for Sentence Type at each ability
group for Modified RSVP scores only.

The only difference

between sentence types was found for average ability group
(F(1,17)=36.00, mse=1.00, £=.001) who made more inferences

from script-related sentences (M=10.38) than scriptunrelated sentences (M=7.38).

Neither the comparison for

low ability (F(l, 7)=0.25, mse=2.28, £=.634), nor the

comparison for high ability (F(1,7)=0.06, mse=1.06, £=.815)
was significant.
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Table 3: Means for Memory Span Group X Sentence Type
interaction at Modified RSVP

Memory Span Group

low

Sentence Type
Script-related Script-unrelated
8.25
8.63

average

10.38

7.38

high

10.00

9.88
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The Ability Group X Sentence Type analysis for Standard

RSVP presentations did not show any significant effects
F(2, 21)=0.76, mse=4.04, £=.478;

(main effect of Group:

F(l, 21) =3.24, mse=2.57, £>=.086;

main effect Sentence Type:

Group X Sentence Type interaction:

F.(2, 21)=0.52, mse=2.57,

£=.603).
Digit span ability.

Comprehension test scores did not

differ according to digit span group, nor were any

significant interactions with digit span group obtained.
Comprehension test response times
Comprehension ability.

Response time data were

submitted to a 3 (Comprehension group) X 3 (Condition) X 2

(Sentence type) mixed design ANOVA.

Only response times to

correct items were analyzed due to the absence of errors in

certain Condition X Sentence Type cells among high and
average comprehension subjects.

The main effect of

comprehension group was found to be significant (F(2,

21)=13.00, mse=5202.54, £<.001), and the Tukey test (£S<.05)
showed that high comprehenders responded faster (M=1.95 sec)

than either average (M=2.58 sec) or low comprehenders
(M=2.62).

The latter two did not differ.

Script-related

sentences were responded to faster (M=2.33 sec) than scriptunrelated sentences (M=2.44 sec), (F(l, 21)=7.16,
mse=650.47, £=.014).

were significant.

No other main effects or interactions

Table 4. contains the mean comprehension

test response times for each subject variable and Appendix F
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Table 4: Comprehension response times, Subject variable X
Presentation condition X Sentence Type

A.

Comprehension Ability

Presentation Condition
Single Sentence Standard RSVP
SU
SU
SR
SR

Modified RSVP
SR
SU

Comp, ability
Low

2.59

2.65

2.61

2.69

2.53

2.64

Average

2.62

2.79

2.55

2.66

2.73

2.52

High

1.83

1.97

1.86

2.05

1.97

2.00

B.

Memory Span

Presentation Condition
Single Sentence Standard RSVP
SR
SU
SU
SR

Modified RSVP
SR
SU

Mem. Span
Low

2.59

2.66

2.48

2.61

2.34

2.56

Average

2.39

2.57

2.62

2.71

2.51

2.60

High

2.06

2.18

1.93

2.08

2.03

1.99

C.

Digit Span

Presentation Condition
Single Sentence Standard RSVP
SR
SU
SR
SU

Modified RSVP
SR
SU

Digit Span
Low

2.48

2.56

2.53

2.65

2.29

2.55

Average

2.46

2.57

2.62

2.71

2.51

2.60

High

2.09

2.28

1.84

2.23

2.14

2.10
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contains the ANOVA summary tables for all comprehension test

response time analyses.

An analysis of variance was

Memory span ability.

performed on the comprehension response time data using

three levels of memory span ability in place of

comprehension ability groups.

A significant main effect of

ability group was obtained (X(2, 21) =5.30,

mse=651.50,£=.014).

Tukey tests showed that response times

for the high ability group (M=204.33 ms), which differed

significantly from the average ability group (M=256.62 ms)
and the low ability group (M=253.98 ms), which did not

differ.

No significant interactions with memory span were

obtained.
Digit span ability.

Response time data were then

divided into three ability groups based on digit span

scores.

No significant main effect of digit span was

obtained, nor were any significant interactions with digit
span group obtained.
Detail test items

Comprehension ability.

Mean correct Detail test

responses were submitted to a 3 (Comprehension group) X 3
(Condition) mixed ANOVA.

No main effects or interactions

were obtained for mean correct responses to detail test

scores.

Table 5. contains the mean correct responses to the

detail test for each subject variable X presentation

condition combination, and Appendix G displays all the ANOVA

summary tables for detail test responses.
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Table 5: Mean Detail test scores, Subject variables X
Presentation Condition
A.

Comprehension AbilityPresentation Condition
Single Sentence Standard RSVP

Modified RSVP

Comp. Ability
Low

6.00

5.25

5.88

Average

5.25

6.50

5.00

High

7.13

6.63

5.88

B.

Memory Span

Presentation Condition
Single Sentence Standard RSVP

Modified RSVP

Mem. Span
Low

5.13

5.25

5.63

Average

6.63

6.38

5.88

High

6.63

6.75

5.25

C.

Digit Span

Presentation Condition
Single Sentence Standard RSVP

Modified RSVP

Digit Span
Low

5.88

5.00

5.63

Average

6.63

6.88

6.25

High

5.88

6.50

4.88
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Memory span ability.

A 3 (high, average, and low

memory spans) X 3 (Single Sentence, Standard RSVP, and
Modified RSVP Presentation Condition) mixed ANOVA was

performed on the detail test scores.

No main effects or

interactions were obtained for this analysis.
Digit span ability.

The last analysis to be done on

the detail test scores was a 3 (high, average, and low digit

spans) by 3 (Presentation Condition) mixed ANOVA.
effects or interactions were obtained.

No main

DISCUSSION
The predicted interaction between comprehension ability

and presentation condition was not significant.

One

possible reason is that the sample which was obtained did
not contain any actual low comprehenders.

The obtained

Nelson-Denny mean test score was 313 points with a standard

deviation of 12 points, whereas the normative data for this
test has a mean score of 300 points and a standard deviation

of 15 points.

This study sampled a restricted range of

comprehenders, all of whom scored in the average to above
average range and whose mean test score was nearly one
standard deviation above the normative mean test score.

Since subjects with either average or high comprehension

ability were predicted to not benefit from the Modified RSVP

technique and all the subjects were average and high

comprehenders, these results are not unexpected.

A future

study should use high school-age subjects, who may be less
homogenous than college-age subjects.
A problem with this study was discovered when it was
found that total presentation times were confounded with
presentation conditions and reading rate.

The presentation

times for Modified RSVP and Standard RSVP were faster than
the times for Single Sentence condition for subjects who had

slow reading rates.

The total presentation time across

conditions had been equalized at one baseline and it had

been assumed that the presentation times would be equal for
all future baselines.

However, it was found that the
38
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greater the subject's baseline time (ie., the slower the
rate) was compared to the baseline upon which the materials

were tested, the faster the RSVP conditions were presented

to the reader in comparison to the single sentence
presentation.

Appendix J contains a table of presentation

times in seconds for each Presentation Condition for the

script "Dean" with three different baseline reading times.
As the table shows, the total presentation times for the

Standard RSVP and Modified RSVP conditions decreased as the
baseline became slower relative to the original baseline.

Despite this confound which could have produced inferior

RSVP performance, no systematic differences were obtained,
and where differences were obtained, performance was best on

material presented in Modified RSVP (ie., the comprehension

test performance for the average memory span group when
reading script-related sentences).
If better comprehension in RSVP is dependent primarily

on the amount of exposure readers have to individual words
as maintained by Sinclair et al. (1989) and Masson (1983),

then the data should have shown poorer performance for
slower readers in the RSVP conditions.

This was not shown

by the data analysis; no differences in the

comprehension

scores as a function of condition were noted.
However, in light of the confound between reading rate
and presentation times in the RSVP conditions, the

significant three-way interaction between Memory-span
ability, Presentation condition, and Sentence type should be

interpreted with caution.

For example, a significant
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correlation was obtained between reading rate and memory

span ability was obtained (r (24)= -.57, p<.05), indicating

that the faster the reading rate, the higher was the memory
span score.

This means that the subjects who obtained low

memory span scores also had the fastest RSVP conditions

relative to their baseline rates.

Even so, results showed

that average memory-span holders achieved higher
comprehension scores for script-related sentences than
script-unrelated sentences presented in Modified RSVP.

This

could indicate that Modified RSVP allows readers with

average memory spans to encode and make inferences at faster

rates than had been anticipated.
The scripts themselves also posed a problem in that
some scripts seemed to be more difficult to understand than

others.

Subjects scored lowest on "John" (M=7.88) and

highest on "David" (M=9.69), regardless of presentation

condition.

This research had been conducted under the

assumption that the inferences each script generated were of
equal difficulty, but this was not the case.

Had it been

known that the scripts were not of equal difficulty, then
scripts would have been systematically matched or the

occurrence of scripts would have been balanced within
conditions.
This study provides a challenge to the assumption that
RSVP taps a purely perceptual process and that as a result,

each word is cleared from sensory store by each successive
word (Mitchell, 1979).

If this were the case, than this

study would have shown a significant decline in
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comprehension for the Standard and Modified RSVP
presentations in comparison to the Single Sentence
presentation.

As it turned out, there were no significant

differences in the comprehension scores as a function of
presentation condition.

Subjects were able to put the

information into working memory, process some of it, and

encode it into memory without loosing significant amounts of
it at the outset.

The data suggests that modifying the RSVP

technique to include pauses at the end of phrases can allow
some readers to process the information in a way which may

not be possible without the pauses.

Overall, the basic hypothesis that less-skilled readers
can benefit from the addition of pauses to RSVP can neither

be confirmed nor disconfirmed.

Further study is warranted

in order to decide if pause-modified RSVP is a viable
A future
I
study which eliminates the confound in this study can

alternative to the standard RSVP presentation.

proceed to address other questions.

For instance, why did

average memory span subjects benefit from Modified RSVP only

while reading script-related sentences and not while reading
script-unrelated sentences?

It is speculated that Modified

RSVP allows readers with average working memory spans time

to make inferences and integrate them into memory only when
the inference can be made from the schema currently active

in memory.

These readers may not have enough memory span to

hold one schema in memory while activating another when

material is being presented very quickly.

Since no firm
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conclusions can be made from this data, further study into

this phenomenon is clearly indicated.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A:

SCRIPTS

John ..3

One weekday morning,/John sleepily reached out/to turn

off/the alarm clock./ He regularly woke up early/to
attend/his morning class./ John thought/about what he would

do/later in the day./ He remembered/that he needed/to pick

up/his cap and gown/that afternoon./ John yawned/and
stretched out/his arms and legs./ He rolled over/and lay in

bed/for a few minutes./ Finally, John got out of bed/and
made his way/to the bedroom window./ He looked out/and

noticed/that the sky was cloudless./ He turned on the

lights/and slowly walked/into the bathroom./ Then, John
leisurely enjoyed/a hot shower/and a shave./ He decided/that
he looked better/with a beard./ John picked up the

newspaper/from the porch/and put it/on the kitchen table./
Later, he made his bed,/neatly arranging the covers./ Then,

John cooked/his usual hot breakfast/of pancakes and eggs./

While eating breakfast,/he read/the front page stories./
Later, he went back/into the bathroom/to comb his hair/and

brush his teeth./ John put on/a clean shirt/and carefully
selected/a matching tie./ He looked/in the mirror/as he

adjusted his tie/and put on his coat./ John checked his
watch/after learning/that the bus drivers were striking./
John locked the door/and started walking to school./

3Slashes indicate where pauses were placed in the modified
R.S.V.P. condition.
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"Diane"
Because she felt feverish all night,/Diane decided/to
see her doctor./ Due to the recent flu outbreak,/Diane did

not want/to delay treatment./

She phoned the doctor/first

thing in the morning,/but the line was busy./ She

redialed/and was relieved/to get through./ To her

surprise,/there was an opening that morning./ Upon arriving
at the doctor's office,/she checked in/with the
receptionist./ Then, Diane sat down/and read articles/in the

travel magazines/on the table./ Instead of her usual
vacation plan,/she decided/on domestic travel this year./

The nurse showed her/into the examination room./ The nurse
closed the door/and asked her/to take off her blouse./ Diane

knew/she should not have washed her sweater/in hot water./
The nurse then weighed her/and took her temperature./

Shortly after the nurse left,/the doctor came in./ Because
he was very nice to her,/she began to relax./ Diane always
broke out in hives/during her high school exams./ As the
doctor was examining her,/Diane wondered/what he was finding

out./ The doctor completed the examination/and told her/she
had the flu./ He said/that she could expect/to be laid up in

bed/for a few days./ He wrote a prescription/and told her/to

come back next week./ Then, she made another
appointment/with the receptionist/on her way out./
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"Jane"

Jane entered/the large lecture hall/where her class was
held./ She glanced around,/looking for her friends/with whom

she usually sat./ She had forgotten her glasses/and hoped

they had decided/to sit/in the front./ She was relieved/to

find them sitting/in the second row./ Jane noticed/Sue
sitting next to Joe/and she knew/that he had apologized./
Jane sat down/and placed her books/underneath the seat./ She

noticed/that many students were still arriving./ While
waiting/for the class to begin,/Jane spoke quietly/to her
friends./ The class listened attentively/as the professor

outlined the lecture./ She had learned to understand/the
professor,/despite his heavy foreign accent./ Because the

material was so interesting,/the time seemed to pass
quickly./ Jane looked/at her watch/and she noticed/that the

class was almost over./ She stretched her legs/and shifted
her position/in her seat./ The professor finished

lecturing/and he asked/if there were any questions./ Several

students had saved their questions/for this time./ She

wrote/a few additional notes/regarding one/of the
professor's responses./ As class ended,/Jane closed her
notebook/and gathered her books./ Because Mark had missed

class,/Jane wished/she had taken better notes./ As she stood
up,/ready to leave,/others filed out/of the class./ Finally,
she walked out/of the lecture hall/and into the sunshine./

48
"David"

David began to feel hungry,/so he decided/to find a
place to eat./ He decided/that he would go/to the fancy

restaurant/that had just opened./ As he entered the
restaurant,/he noticed/that there were plenty/of empty

tables./ A waitress introduced herself/and led him/to a

table./ The flowered wallpaper reminded him/of his aunt's
country kitchen./ The waitress asked him/if he would like/to
order a drink before dinner./ She gave him a menu/which he

carefully inspected./ David thought/about what to order for

dinner/as he finished his drink./ David wished/he had
studied harder/in his high school French class./ After a few
minutes/the waitress returned/to take his order./ David

selected/the fresh vegetables/to be used/in his specially

prepared salad./ When the waitress brought his salad,/she

offered him a choice/of grated cheeses./ Later, the waitress
brought his dinner/and asked/if he would like some coffee./
David had drunk a cup/of regular coffee with breakfast,/so

he opted for water./ The waitress came over/and asked/if
everything was satisfactory./David felt/that the prices were

fair/considering the food and service./ After he finished
his meal/he asked the waitress/for his check./ David left a

tip/on the table/and went/to the coat room./ Then, David

paid the cashier/and went home./

49

"Joan"

Joan had some free time/one Saturday afternoon./ She
had been eagerly anticipating/the latest Star Trek movie./
So, she checked the Sunday paper/to see what time the
matinee would begin./ Once she found an acceptable

showtime,/she drove/to the theater./ Joan hurried/so that
she would not have to pay more/for the next showing./ She
was relieved/to arrive in time/to join the line/waiting to
buy tickets./ Joan entered the lobby/and picked up/a

previews magazine./ She purchased/a large soda pop/and

proceeded/into the darkened theater./ Upon entering the
theater,/Joan was reluctant/to walk down the aisle./ After a

while,/ she found a seat/near the center/of the theater./
Fortunately, there were empty seats,/for a tall man sat
down/in front of her./ The previews highlighted/an upcoming

sequel/to an animated mystery movie./ Joan anticipated/that

this sequel would be/as suspenseful as the original./ Then,
Joan watched/the main feature/with increasing interest./
Joan wondered/how the young children had entered/the theater
by themselves./ The futuristic visual effects showed/the

spaceship shifting/into "warp" speed./ As she reached for

napkins,/Joan wished/she had not worn/her new silk blouse./
When the movie was over,/Joan put on her jacket/and left the

theater./

She drove home/in time to change/before meeting a

friend for dinner./

50
"Dean"
Dean looked/in his refrigerator/and realized he needed

groceries./ He methodically made a list/of everything he
needed./ Then, he drove/a couple of blocks/to the nearest

supermarket./ Because of its convenient location,/he did not
mind/paying more for produce./ After he walked in,/Dean

picked up a cart/and took out his list./ Then, he
proceeded/down the first aisle,/which contained produce./
Following his doctors orders was easier/with the many fat-

free foods available./ He looked/at the sign/above each

aisle/to see/if he needed anything there./ Dean had been
skipping/the fifth aisle,/which contained items/for pet

owners./ It was convenient/to have the dairy items/along the
wall/of the last aisle./ Fortunately, Dean found a line/with
only other one person./ He placed his food/on the belt/and

watched the cashier/ring up his total./ Dean believed/it was

worth/the time and effort/to use the coupons/in the paper./
The cashier took/Dean's twenty dollar bill/and gave

him/sixty cents change./ The bag boy loaded/the grocery-

cart, /which Dean wheeled out/to his car./ Dean decided/to
contribute the stuffed mushrooms/to his office's annual
party./ After loading the car,/Dean drove home,/planning his
menu/for the week./

APPENDIX B:

COMPREHENSION TEST

John

ts l.4

John usually woke up while it was still dark

outside.

tu 2.

He was planning to attend his graduation ceremony,

tu 3.

John wished he had not cut off his beard,

ts 4.

John generally ate large breakfasts to start his day.

ts 5.

He wanted to be well-dressed for his day at school.

tu 6.

He wondered how to get to school on time without
taking the bus.

fs 7.

John usually woke up as the sunlight filtered through
his window.

fu 8.

This had been his first year in college.

fu 9.

John was glad to have finally shaved off his beard,

fs 10.

Most mornings, John only had time to eat something
while on the run.

fs 11.

He was not concerned about being well-dressed when
he went to school.

fu 12.

He had no concerns about how he was to get to
school.

4Where ts means true script-related, tu means true scriptunrelated fs means false script, and fu means false scriptunrelated .
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53
"Diane"

ts 13.

It was fortunate for Diane that an appointment could
be made so soon.

ts 14.

She had time to wait before being seen by the

doctor.
tu 15.

She had been taking vacations outside the country

every year.
tu 16.

In the examining room, Diane struggled to remove her

sweater.
tu 17.

She tended to develop a rash when she was under

stress.
ts 18.

Diane was told that she could not go to work for a
few days.

fs 19.

Diane was unable to make an appointment to see the
doctor on the same day.

fs 20.

The doctor was able to see her immediately upon her
arrival.

fu 21.

She had been spending her annual vacation within the

country.

fu 22.

The big, baggy sweater Diane had worn came off

easily.

fu 23.

She tended to be relaxed when others might be

worried or tense.
fs 24.

He told Diane that she was fine and could return to
work immediately.

54

"Jane"
tu 25.

She noticed that her friends had made up after their

recent argument.

ts 26.

Jane sat with her friends near the front of the

class.

ts 27.

The conversations stopped once the professor began

lecturing.
tu 28.

It was difficult for Jane to understand the

professor earlier in the year.

ts 29.

The class asked questions about the concept that the

professor had introduced.

tu 30.

She was eager to share her class notes with a friend

who had missed class.

fu 31.

She was sad that Sue and Joe had still not resolved

their differences.
fs 32.

Jane sat in the back of the lecture hall, along with

her friends.
fs 33.

It took time for the class to settle down after the
bell rang.

fu 34.

It was always easy for Jane to understand the

professor's English.

fs 35.

Because the class did not ask questions, the

professor dismissed everyone early.

fu 36.

She never shared her class notes with those who had
not attended class.

55

"David"
ts 37.

The restaurant was not busy when David arrived for

dinner.

tu 38.

The quaint atmosphere of the restaurant made him
feel at home.

tu 39.

David was unsure how he should pronounce the names
of the French dishes.

ts 40.

The waitress brought a salad to him before the meal

arrived.
tu 41.

He was careful about restricting his daily caffeine
intake.

ts 42.

David decided that the restaurant was one he could

recommend to others.

fs 43.

Because of the crowd, David had to wait for an empty

table.
fu 44.

The restaurant had a very modern, night club-like

decor.
fu 45.

David was proud of his ability to pronounce the
names of the French dishes.

fs 46.

He helped himself at the salad bar before dinner
arrived.

fu 47.

He often enjoyed several cups of coffee with his
dinner.

fs 48.

David was not pleased with the meal or the

waitress's service.
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"Joan"
ts 49.

The theater was still showing matinee-priced movies
when she arrived.

ts 50.

Joan had difficulty seeing where she was going upon
entering the theater.

tu 51.

Joan moved to another seat so she could see the

screen more clearly.
ts 52.

Joan felt the original animated mystery movie was an

entertaining film.

tu 53.

There were children in the theater who appeared to
be to young to be unaccompanied.

tu 54.

The large soda had spilled onto her new blouse,

fs 55.

She had to pay full price to see the movie,

fs 56.

Joan readily spotted a seat upon entering the
theater.

fu 57.

Joan settled for a seat where her view of the screen

was blocked by other movie-goers.
fs 58.

Joan was not looking forward to seeing another dull

animated mystery film.
fu 59.

Because of the movie's rating only adults were
allowed into the theater.

fu 60.

She easily finished the large soda pop since she had
been so thirsty.
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"Dean"

ts 61.

The grocery store at which Dean shops charges higher
prices for fruits.

tu 62.

Dean's doctor ordered him to restrict the amount of
fat in his diet.

tu 63.

He had not recently owned any type of pet.

ts 64.

Dean joined the shortest line available in the

grocery store.
ts 65.

He used coupons which saved him money on his

purchases.

tu 66.

The office party will be a pot-luck meal.

fs 67.

Dean shopped at the store with the lowest prices for

vegetables.
fu 68.

Dean avoided health food items because he found them
tasteless.

fu 69.

He had to buy food for his pet dog while at the

store.
fs 70.

Dean had to wait a long time before reaching the

cashier.

fs 71.

He wished he had remembered to bring coupons from
the newspaper.

fu 72.

The office party will be catered by a local

restaurant.

APPENDIX C:

DETAIL TEST

John
weekday morning, John sleepily reached out to
turn off the alarm clock
press the snooze button on his alarm clock
raise the shades
turn on the light

73.5

One
a.
b.
c.
d.

74.

Then, John leisurely enjoyed a hot
a. bath and a shave
b. shower and a shave
c. shower and a shampoo
d. bath and a shampoo

75.

Later, he made his bed,
a. meticulously arranging the bedspread
b. casually tossing on the pillows
c. neatly arranging the covers
d. carefully smoothing out the wrinkles

76.

Then, John cooked his usual hot breakfast of
a. pancakes and eggs
b. bacon and eggs
c. pancakes and bacon
d. sausage and waffles

77.

He looked in the mirror as he
a. brushed his teeth
b. adjusted his tie
c. admired himself
d. combed his hair

5The underlined answer is the correct answer to the
particular item.
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"Diane"
78.

Diane did not want to
a. become extremely ill
b. delay treatment
c. wait too long for help
d.
feel so sick

79.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

nurse closed the door and asked her to
take off her blouse
put on a gown
roll up her sleeve
sit on the examining table

80.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

nurse then weighed her and
took her temperature
took her blood pressure
filled in her chart
checked her throat

81.

He said that she could expect to
a. return to work in about one week
b. be in bed a week
c.
feel better in a few days
d. be laid up in bed for a few days

82.

Then, she ____________ the receptionist on her way out.
a. handed her check to
b. obtained a receipt from
c. made another appointment with
d. spoke with

61

"Jane"

83.

Jane sat down and placed her _________ underneath the
seat.
a. backpack
b. purse
c. books
d. umbrella

84.

While waiting for class to begin, Jane
a. took out a notebook
b. spoke quietly to her friends
c. reviewed her class notes
d. checked her assignment book

85.

Jane looked at her watch and she noticed that the
a. bell would ring in a few minutes
b. end of the class period was coming
c. class was almost over
d. class would end in a few minutes

86.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

87.

As class ended, Jane closed her notebook and
a. picked up her purse
b. put away her pen
c. gathered her books
d. put on her coat

professor finished lecturing and
asked the class questions
gave them the reading assignment
asked them to hand in their homework
asked if there were any questions
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"David"

88.

He decided that he would go to the fancy restaurant
that
a. had just opened
b. a friend had suggested
c. he had heard about
d. was down the street

89.

She
a.
b.
c.
d.

90.

When the waitress brought his salad, she offered him a
choice of
a. seasonings
b. dressings
c. herbs
d. grated cheeses

91.

While he was eating, the waitress came over
a. to see if everything was alright
b. to see if everything was satisfactory
c. to see if he wanted anymore bread
d. to refill his water

92.

David left a tip on the table and he went
a. to pick up his coat
b. to put on his coat
c. to the coat room
d. to claim his coat

gave him a menu which he __________ inspected
eagerly
studiously
carefully
thoroughly
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"Joan"

93.

So,
a.
b.
c.
d.

94.

Joan entered the lobby and
a. went to the refreshment stand
b. looked at preview photos
c. picked up a previews magazine
d. waited for the doors to open

95.

After a while, she found a seat near the _________ of
the theater
a. main aisle
b. middle
c. center aisle
d. center

96.

Then, Joan watched the main feature with increasing
a. excitement
b. interest
c. attention
d. anticipation

97.

When the movie was over, Joan put on her ________ and
left the theater
a. scarf
b.
jacket
c. sweater
d. hat

she _______ to see what time the movie would begin.
checked the Sunday paper
phoned the theater
checked the daily paper
read the entertainment section
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"Dean"

98.

He went through the kitchen
a. quickly
b. methodically
c. carefully
d. systematically

99.

Then he proceeded down the first aisle which contained
a. meats
b. breads
c. snacks
d. produce

100.

The ________ section was along the wall of the last
aisle.
a. frozen foods
b. bread
c. soft drinks
d. dairy

101.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

102.

After loading the car, Dean drove home,
a. planning his menu for the week
b. wondering if he had forgotten anything
c. deciding what recipes to use
d. wondering what he would cook that night

cashier...gave him _______ cents change.
forty
fifty
sixty
seventy

APPENDIX D:

INSTRUCTIONS

This is a study of reading comprehension.

In this

study, we are interested in what you think about certain
passages and what you remember about them.

The first

passage will be presented one sentence at a time across the
top middle of the screen.

This first passage is an excerpt from a children's

version of Gulliver's Travels.
two lines.

Each sentence consists of

Once you have read the sentence, press the FI

key (point) and the next sentence will appear.
We are not only interested in how fast you read, but
also in how much you understand.

Therefore, it is important

that you read each sentence as quickly as you can, but

always taking whatever time is necessary to fully comprehend
each sentence.

ANY QUESTIONS?

This passage has a total of twenty sentences.
see "STOP", you'll be given further instructions.

When you
When you

are ready begin by pressing the space bar, and then pressing

the FI key for all future sentences.

OK?

That's the end of the first passage.
different procedure.

BEGIN.

Now, there's a

In the next eight passages, the

presentation rate has already been determined.

You will

have no control over how long the material will be up on the

screen.

Also, some passages will present one sentence at a

time while others will present one word at a time.
The first two passages you will now read continue

Gulliver's Travels.
start the passage.

Remember to press the space bar to

OK?

ANY QUESTIONS?

66

BEGIN.

67

The next passage is about _____________ .
is the same as before.

OK? BEGIN.

The procedure

68

Digit Span Instructions
Forward:

The next portion of the experiment will be a test

of your memory for digits.

I will read some numbers to you.

When I am through, please say them back to me.

For example,

if I say (any two digit number), then you say (subject
responds).

Backward:

ANY QUESTIONS?

Now, I will read more numbers to you.

However,

this time I want you to say the numbers backwards.

If I say

(any two digit number), then you say (subject responds; if
does not respond, then provide example and repeat).
QUESTIONS?

ANY

69
Working-span memory test instructions
The computer will now present a set of sentences.

Each

sentence contains information that is "true" or "false"
based upon common knowledge of history, geography, famous

people, etc.

For example, if the computer were to present

the sentence, "The Empire State Building is the tallest
building in the world," you would verbally respond "false".
On the other hand, if the computer presents the sentence "Of

all the nations in the world, the People's Republic of China
has the largest number of people," you should say "true".

In order to receive credit for your response, you must

say "true" or "false" while the sentence is being shown.
You will have about eight seconds in which to make your

response.
After all the sentences in a set have been shown, the

message "Recall Last Words" will appear.

Then, you are to

verbally recall the last word in each of the sentences in
the set In the order that they were presented.

For example,

in the case of the two sentences I just read, the last words

are "world" and "people".
We will begin with sets of two sentences each.

Then,

the task will become more difficult as the size of each set

increases.

ANY QUESTIONS?...

OK, LET'S BEGIN... (press space bar to start, press F7 key
after each set to forward through).
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Comprehension test
You will now see a series of 72 statements based on the
material you read earlier.
while others are false.

Some of the statements are true,

A statement is true if it is

implied or probable based on what you read.

A statement is

false if it is contradicted by material you read or if it is
improbable based on what you read.

If you decide a statement is true, press the left-hand
key (point).

If you decide a statement is false, press the

right-hand key (point).

Please try to respond as quickly as

you can, but also try to be as accurate as you can.

If you

press the wrong key by mistake, you have four to five

seconds to change your answer.

After that, the computer

will go on to the next statement.

To start the task, press

the space bar, and the first question will appear
immediately.

ANY QUESTIONS?

YOU MAY BEGIN.
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Detail test
In this task, you will answer 30 multiple-choice
questions, all based on the material you read earlier.

Each

item is a sentence or a fragment of a sentence from the

passages.

You are to choose the answer which you believe
There are four answers to each

appeared in the passage.
question:

A, B, C, and D.

Press FI for A (point), F3 for B

(point), F5 for C (point), and F7 for D (point).

If you

make a mistake, you have 4-5 seconds to change your answer.
Please try to be as accurate as you can with each of the

items.

ANY QUESTIONS?

YOU MAY BEGIN.

APPENDIX E:

RESULTS

ANOVA SUMMARY TABLES, COMPREHENSION TEST

Table E-l; ANOVA Summary Table, Comprehension Test Results
with Three Comprehension Groups

Source
Cmp

DF

ss

MS

F
10.65

.001

£

2

51. 85

25.92

21

51. 13

2.43

Cnd

2

5. 72

2.86

0.95

.396

Cnd X Cmp

4

4. 40

1.10

0.36

.833

21

41. 71

1.99

ST

1

44. 44

44.44

22.38

<.001

ST X Cmp

2

1. 51

0.76

0.38

.688

21

41. 71

1.99

Cnd X ST

2

1. 56

0.78

0.32

.727

Cnd X ST X Cmp

4

10. 99

2.75

1.13

.354

42

101. 79

2.42

ss/Cmp

Cnd X ss/Cmp

ST X ss/Cmp

Cnd X ST X ss/Cmp

73

75
Table E-3:
Groups

Comprehension Test Results with Three Digit Span

Source

DF

SS

MS

2

7 26

3.63

21

95 71

4.56

Cnd

2

5 72

Cnd X DS

4

DS

0.80

.464

2.86

0.98

.382

9 24

2.31

0.79

.535

44

122 04

2.91

ST

1

44 44

44.44

22.86

<.001

ST X DS

2

0 68

0.34

0.17

.847

21

42 54

2.03

Cnd X ST

2

1 56

0.78

0.30

.743

Cnd X ST X DS

4

3 57

0.89

0.34

.847

42

109 21

2.60

ss/DS

Cnd X ss/DS

ST X ss/DS

Cnd X ST X ss/DS

74
Table E-2: Comprehension Test Results with Three Memory
Span Groups

Source

DF

SS

MS

2

19.68

9.84

21

83.29

3.97

Cnd

2

5.72

Cnd X MS

4

MS

F

£

2.48

.108

2.86

0.98

.383

8.82

2.20

0.76

.560

42

122.46

2.92

ST

1

44.44

44.44

22.33

<.001

ST X MS

2

1.43

0.72

0.36

.702

21

41.79

1.99

Cnd X ST

2

1.56

0.78

0.40

.657

Cnd X ST X MS

4

30.32

7.58

3.86

.009

42

82.46

1.96

ss/MS

Cnd X ss/MS

ST X ss/MS

Cnd X ST X ss/MS

APPENDIX F:

TIMES

ANOVA SUMMARY TABLES, COMPREHENSION RESPONSE

Table F-l: Comprehension Response Times with Three Nelson
Denny Comprehension Groups

Source

DF

MS

SS

z

£

68656.47 13.00

2

13712.95

21

110933.42

5202.54

Cnd

2

1360.02

680.01

0.76

.475

Cnd X Cmp

4

5050.55

1262.64

1.41

.248

42

37653.44

896.51

ST

1

4656.81

4656.81

7.16

.014

ST X Cmp

2

231.50

115.75

0.18

.838

21

13659.86

650.47

Cnd X ST

2

85.67

42.84

0.04

.956

Cnd X ST X Cmp

4

574.50

143.63

0.15

.962

42

40393.61

961.75

0.04

.956

Cmp

ss/Cmp

Cnd X ss/Cmp

ST X ss/Cmp

Cnd X ST X ss/Cmp

77

<.001

78
Table F-2: Comprehension Test Response Times with Three
Memory Span Groups
Source

DF

SS

F

MS

£

2

83309.44

21

164936.93

Cnd

2

1360.02

680.01 0.76

.475

Cnd X MS

4

5059.61

1264.90 1.41

.247

MS

ss/MS

Cnd X ss/MS

41654.72 5.30

.014

7854.14

42

37644.38

ST

1

4656.81

4656.81 7.15

.014

ST X MS

2

209.94

104.97 0.16

.852

21

13681.42

Cnd X ST

2

85.67

42.84 0.05

.956

Cnd X ST X MS

4

1444.27

361.07 0.38

.819

42

39523.84

ST X ss/MS

Cnd X ST X ss/MS

896.29

651.50

941.04
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Table F-3: Comprehension Test Response Times with Three
Digit Span Groups
Source

DS

DF

SS

MS

F

£

2

52214.84

21

196031.52

Cnd

2

1360.02

680.01 0.73

.487

Cnd X DS

4

3699.35

924.84 1.00

.420

44

39004.63

ST

1

4656.81

4656.81 8.11

.010

ST X DS

2

1838.20

919.10 1.60

.225

Cnd X ST

2

85.67

42.84 0.05

.950

Cnd X ST X DS

4

5764.61

1441.15 1.72

.164

42

35203.50

ss/DS

Cnd X ss/DS

Cnd X ST X ss/DS

26107.42 2.80

.084

9334.83

928.68

838.18

APPENDIX G:

ANOVA SUMMARY TABLES, DETAIL TEST RESULTS

Table G-l: Detail Test Results with Three Nelson-Denny
Comprehension Groups
Source

DF

SS

MS

F

£

1.17

.329

2

13.03

6.51

21

116.75

5.56

Cnd

2

4.69

2.35

1.22

.305

Cnd X Cmp

4

14.56

3.64

1.89

.130

42

80.75

1.92

Cmp
ss/Cmp

Cnd X ss/Cmp

81

82

Table G-2:
Groups

Source
MS

Detail Test Results with Three Memory Span
DF

SS

MS

F

£

1.22

.315

2

13.53

6.67

21

116.25

5.54

Cnd

2

4.69

2.35

1.15

.325

Cnd X MS

4

9.81

2.45

1.20

.323

42

85.50

2.04

ss/MS

Cnd X ss/MS
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Table G-3:

Source

Detail Test Results with Three Digit Span Gr

DF

SS

MS

F

JO

1.42

.264

2

15.44

7.72

21

114.33

5.44

Cnd

2

4.69

2.35

1.17

.321

Cnd X DS

4

10.89

2.72

1.35

.266

42

84.42

2.01

DS

ss/DS

Cnd X ss/DS

APPENDIX H:

DEBRIEFING STATEMENT

Debriefing for "R.S.V.P....
You have just participated in a study that investigates
a unique application of the procedure known as "Rapid
Sequential Visual Presentation" (or R.S.V.P., for short).
After reading the first segment of Gulliver's Travels,
the computer calculated your reading rate and determined a
baseline presentation rate for subsequent text.
You have read passages in each of three conditions.
Two of the experimental passages were presented with pauses
inserted at strategic locations thought to enhance
comprehension. Two other passages were presented in
"regular" R.S.V.P., without any pauses, while the final two
passages were presented in standard sentence format.

Comprehension was measured in the "true-false" test
that you just completed. It assessed the occurrence of
inferences as well as your retention of important ideas.

The second part of the test assessed your memory for
details. We predict that the R.S.V.P. procedure will have
minimal influence on retention of relatively unimportant
details from the passages. In contrast, comprehension is
expected to be increased by use of the R.S.V.P. procedure,
especially when pauses occur following important ideas.
The results of this study are expected to help us
develop ways in which text can be most efficiently presented
for most efficient comprehension. Any further questions can
be directed to either Dr. Ronald M. Katsuyama (X 2167) or to
Ms. Angela J. Chiffy (X 2175).
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APPENDIX I:

NELSON-DENNY SCORE EXPLANATION SHEET

Nelson-Denny Score Explanation Sheet

NAME: (subject's name here)
NELSON-DENNY READING TEST
COMPREHENSION SCORE:
(achieved Nelson-Denny standard score)
READING RATE SCORE:
(achieved Nelson-Denny standard score)

Your Nelson-Denny reading test scores are listed above.
With this information, you can determine a profile of your
reading abilities. The reading comprehension test was
designed to test adults' abilities to extract important
ideas, such as main themes, from the text. Your standard
comprehension test score indicates how accurately you read
in comparison to people ranging in age from high school
freshman to college seniors. Your percentile score on the
comprehension test within your grade was (percentile rank
here). This means (1- percentile) percent of the normative
sample in your grade scored higher than you. Your standard
reading rate score reflects how fast you read in comparison
to the same group of people. For the reading rate test,
your percentile rank was (percentile rank here) indicating
that (1- percentile) percent of the reported grade read
faster than you. Both standard scores have a mean score of
300 points and a standard deviation of 15 points.
When both scores are used together, it can provide a
profile of your particular reading ability. For example, if
your reading comprehension score is high and your reading
rate score is low, than you may tend to be a slow, accurate
reader. Five rate/comprehension profiles are described
here: 1. Slow, inaccurate reader (below average rate and
comprehension); 2. Slow, accurate reader (described above);
3. Average reader (average rate and comprehension); 4.
Rapid, inaccurate reader (above average rate and below
average comprehension); and 5. Rapid, accurate reader
(above average rate and comprehension). If your reading
rate was extremely slow, this could make interpreting your
results difficult. You may have been very accurate with
what you answered, but if you were unable to answer many of
the questions, than your comprehension may be low due to
your speed.
Interpreting your scores in this way can help
you to decide what type of reading program (if any) from
which you might benefit. These scores do not tell, however,
the extent of your general knowledge, your ability to
understand spoken English, nor are they to be generalized to
your ability to read in any other language.
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APPENDIX J:

PRESENTATION TIMES FOR DEAN

Table J-l:

Presentation Times for "Dean" at Three Baselines

Baseline Reading Times fin seconds)
35

66.

102

Sentence

31.00

54.83

84.22

S. RSVP

30.53

45.98

66.12

M. RSVP

31.00

45.55

63.68

Condition
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